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INTRODUCT ION

IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST

'In the conduct of foreign relations, the United States, like every

other state, is concerned primarily with the achievement of those objec-

tives of national interest which it conceives to be of paramount signifi-

cance. If the management of our external affairs is to enjoy rationality,

it must have goals that harmonize with, and supplement, the internal

policies and programs of the Government, whether they may be the promotion

of commerce and trade, the acquisition of territory or power, or the

maintenance of peace and security." Thus spoke President Iruman in his

inaugural address of January 1949.

In the years following Wvorld War 11 the United States faced an in-

escapable responsibility for world affairs. Faced also with Soviet expan-

sionist activists, the U.S. sought to restore world economic order and to

check the spread of Soviet totalitarianism. The United States responded to

the Soviet threat with a policy of containment. Containment entailed three

elements.

The first element, U.S. defense policy, involved forward deployment of

military forces to deter and contain Soviet military expansion. Our

military security system rested on two strategic zones, Europe and East

Asia, backed by our nuclear deterrent forces.

The second element, U.S. international economic policy, involved

economic recovery programs for Western Europe and Japan, and a U.S. leader-

ship role in the international monetary system. The idea was that this



second element would support the first, by building strong allies to help

secure the developed world against Soviet desires to dominate the Eurasian

land mass.

The third element, U.S. policy toward the Third World, included both

economic and security assistance. The political components of this policy

were centered around decolonization, self-determination and support for the

evolution toward democracy.

The three postwar decades witnessed important successes for our

National Strategy. World war was averted, Lurope and Japan rose to new

levels of prosperity and a large portion of the Third World was decolonized.
2

The United States Fational Security Strategy, then as now, is planned

and executed in pursuit of national Interests and national objectives. Our

key national interests, as articulated by President Regan, include: the

survival of the United States as a free and independent nation; a healthy h

and growing economy; the growth of freedom, democratic institutions and

free market economies throughout the world; a stable and secure world, free

of threats to U.S. interests; and, healthy U.S. alliance relationships..

Corresponding to each interest is a similar national security objective

that is designed to support that interest.

ID, concert with our defense policy, U.S. foreign policy reflects the

basic thrust of our National Security Strategy. The United States employes

a diverse array of instruirents or tools for pursuing international inter-

ests. Some of the separate interrelated tools on which the success of our

international policy depends include: moral and political Example; mili-
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tary strength and economic vitality; economic assistance to developing

countries; diplomatic mediation; and, security assistance.

My intention in this essay is to focus on the Security Assistance

Program, the major arms suppliers and the returns that we get for our

Security Assistance efforts. I use Saudi Arabia as an example of how we

pursue U.S. interests in one region of the world and I conclude with

several overall trends and conclusions on the role of Security Assistance

in U.S. strategy.

I focus on Security Assistance because as I shall argue, helping

friends and allies acquire the means to defend them~selves is a productive,

low cost and low risk investment in our own security. Security Assistance

aids deterrence, promotes regional stability, helps to ensure access to

vital overseas military facilities, lessens or own military requirements,

and limits the potential of our own involvement in dangerous conflicts.

Resolute use of this valuable tool of both foreign and defense policy is

arguably the best use we can find, at the margin (given current budget

constraints and allocations), for promoting U.S. security interests.4
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THE SECURITY ASSISTAhCE PROGRm: AND THE KAJOK

ARNUS SUPPLIEKS

Security Assistance (or, in a narrower sense, the transfer of arms and

supplies of warfare) has been part of international relations as long as

man has prepared for and engaged in war. Whenever it was assumed to be in

the best interests of one nation to give or sell arms or other military

support to another, arr.s transfers of some type have taken place. Arms

were and are a natural consequence of the desire for achieving and main-

taining national security.
5

Security Assistance is provided through five major programs: Foreign

Military Sales (FS), the Military Assistance Program (LAP), the Inter-

national Nilitary Education and Iraining Program (I iLT), Peacekeeping

Gerations (PLO), and the Economic Support Fund (ESF).

World War II witnessed the first transfer of L.S. equipment on a large

scale. The Lend-Lease Act (approved 11 harch 1941) empowered the President

to manufacture "or otherwise procure" defense articles for any foreign

governnment the defense of which the President considered vital to the

defense of the United States.
6

In the aftermath of World War II, the communist threat to Greece and

Turkey prompted President Iruman to issue his larch 1947 address to the

Congress, which provided the basis for %hat Lecare known as the "Iruman

Doctrine". President Iruman stated, in part: "I believe that it u ust be

the policy of the United States to support free peorles who are resisting

attempted subjugation by arred mir,orities or by outside pressures.

4



This document is hailed as the initial U.S. commitment to the principle of

collective security.

In 1948, because Europe's economy was destroyed by World War II, the

Congress enacted the European Recovery Plan, known as the Marshall Plan.

Under the Marshall Plan, 16 nations of Western Europe received 15 billion

dollars in loans and grants between 1948 and 1950.

The Eisenhower Doctrine vas initiated when the President requested and

the Congress approved, by Joint Resoluticn on March 9, 1957 the rigf.t to

employ force, if necessary, to assist any nation or group of nations

requesting assistance against armed aggression. The doctrine resulted from

the increase in Soviet influence in Syria and Egypt and the threat of

Soviet "assistance during the Suez Crisis in 1956". As formulated, U.S.

assistance was to be tased upon a request fror the country endangered and

the doctrine uas not be invoked in the civil war situation, as distinct

from external, communist armed aggression.

President Kennedy fell heir to the policy of "massive retaliation" as

the set piece of our strategic deterrence against Soviet expansion.

however, Eastern Europe and tLe 1961 crisis in Berlin demanded a reassess-

ment of L.E. conventional trilitary capabilities. In Lentral Europe and

elsewhere, the U.S. seemed unacceptably inferior in conventional military

power.

In his assessment of the options available to him, Kennedy saw an

imrediate need to rebuild our conventional forces. he also initiated nev

military aid and diplomatic apprcaches, such as econonrlc assistance to

5 V
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Latin America under the "Alliance for Progress". The Alliance program uaE

designed to speed the economic growth in the region in order to create a

stable social structure capable of fending off revolutionary threats from

within or without.

Luring both the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, conflicts in

Southeast Asia and the Niddle East set the stage for U.-. National Security

Strategy and policy. America had its fill of the seemingly interminable

war in Southeast ftsia. Ihis war caused an enormous cost in lives, national

treasury, dorestic turmoil and general discontent. At the same tine, the

Arab-Israeli wars, difficulties between Iran and Iraq, and a grouing

realization of the dependency of the L.S. and Western Europe on MIddlc Last

oil increased pressures on the United States to maintain regional stability

in the potentially explosive region of Southwest Asia.

The experiences of Southeast Asia and liddle East entanglemert led to

cbanged directives and initiatives of our foreign policy and hence had a

major irpact on our approach to Security rssistance. Cne of the primary

aspects of the changed policy was the transfer of inmediatf sclf eefense

responsibilities to indigenous forces wbile the U.S. would provide raterial

and economic support assistance.

1he central thesis of this doctrine, originally called the Guam

Doctrine, and later expanded ane known as tLe Nixon Doctrine, is that,

although the L.'-. will participate in the development of security for

friends and allies, the tajor effort must be made by the governnents and

peoples of these states. As policy, its promulgation was oirectly related

6



to the efforts of the Nixon Administration to extricate American forces

from Indochina. The Ford Administration continued this policy.

A cajor portion of Nixon's legacy to Gerald Ford included spiralling

arms transfers that continued to bother Congress. Complicating Ford's

relationship with Congress was the continued high demand for American

armaments despite Congressional pressure to restrain arms sales. The

Fresident uas now faced with the dilemma of meeting the requests for arms

as part of our foreign policy while still remaining within the bounds of

existing or pending legislation.

In 1976 the Arms txport Control Act uas passed by Congress. Ulti-

mately both Fresidents Ford and Carter expressed views that this legis-

lation was extremely restrictive and impineed on the Executive Eranch's

prerorative to implement foreign policy.

Larly ir his term of office, President Carter issued a statement

decrying the unrestrained spread of conventional weapons into every region

of the worlo. He directed a review of existing arms control policy and all

of the associatec military, political and econov'ic factors. In order to

reverse tte thiust of the conventional arms sales, I-resident Carter an-

nounced that arms transfers would henceforth be viewed as an "exceptional

foreign policy instrLUient". Carter further established a set of controls

to apply to all arms transfers except NAIG countries, Japan, Australia and

hew Zealand. In addition, respect for human rights within recipient

cour:tries would be a consideration in future securit) assistance jrogran.s.

Clearly, a statistical review of arts sales under the Carter Administration

7 %44



indicates there was actually an overall increase in sales rather than

reduction, which did not conform to his original rhetoric. Carter's arms

transfer policy was constantly buffeted by both sides. Liberal critics saw

it as a sham, a policy of exceptions, and a failure in the goal of cutting

back on arms sales. Iore conservative observers, and those in the defense

industry, viewed the policy as naive, unworkable and hypocritical.
8

The Reagan Administration's approach toward arms sales is one of the

major differences between its foreign policy and that of the Carter Ad-

ministration. hcre than ever before, arms sales are to be actively used

as a key instrument of American foreign policy. The Lnder Secretary of

State for Security Assistance, Science and Technology, former Senator James

Buckley, told the Aerospace Industries Association in 1982 that Carter

had adopted policies on arms sales that "substituted theology for a healthy

sense of self-preservation." In contrast, the reagan Adrinstration would

view the transfer of conventional arms as an essential eleient of the L.S.

global defense posture and an indispensable component of foreign policy.

The emphasis was less on restraints of arms sales and on the dangers posed

by conflict in the Third Uorld and vore on using arms sales to resrond to

the Soviet global challenge. The Reagan policy arncunced that the United

Ltates could not defend the free world's interests alone but must be

prepared to strengthen the military capabilities of friends and allies by

the transfer of conventional arms and other forms of Security Assistance.

The Reagan Administration would evaluate arms sales recuests primarily in

terms of their "net (ontrilbutLion to Enhanced deterrence and defense".'



While the Executive branch is tasked uith making foreign policy,

Congress has reflected public sentiment and has become increasingly in-

volved in arms transfers. Vital to the assistance program are the credits

which are offered to foreiEn nations to help them finance their purchases.

Without credits, many nations could not afford to acquire U.S. arms. These

funds are appropriated annually; therfore, the Congressional oversight.

Soviet Union

The main thrust of the Soviet military assistance is toward the Third

World. Where the U.S. can export its economic and political model, similar

Soviet exports hold little attraction. Soviet military assistance has been

generous, on lenient tErms and characterized b) wore rapid deliveries than

those fror the L.E. Political, vice economic motives are the driving force

behind Soviet assistance.

Frior to the rid-1950's, the Soviets concentrated on Warsau Fact

nations aric China. Under Khrushchev's leadership, bowever, the stift

toward the developing uorld became evident. Leliveries jumpec: from $1

billion per year Trior to 1970 to between $2 arid $3.8 billion the 1970's. 1 0

The deliveries tended to be centered in the !,iedle Last, wits Libya, lraq

and 'yria receiving over 5C. Arms to Sub-Sahara Africa &Iso took a

quantum. jump in the 1970's, from $90 million in 1574 to $12 billion in

197F. Other recipients included Angola, Ethio~ia, Guinea, hall, .o'arbique,

1.igeria, Soralia and Uganda. North Vietnam uas the Soviet Union's largest

recipient during the Ineochlna Lar. Ineia signed a $1.6 billion arms deal

in 198C; Peru became another Latain merican country Lesides Cuba to accept

Soviet arrs. Also notewoithy are the nutrIEr of Soviet advisers

9
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associated with arms transfers. This is because arms are routinely used as

a means to gain access into the receiving country's infrastructure. Some

examples are the advisers in Libya (1,750), Syria (2,580), Angola (1,300)

and Peru (150).12

Economic consideraticns play an important role in Soviet arms trans-

fers with payments preferred in hard currency. However, if the political

situation merits it, favorable terms are offered to the recipient nation.

Repayment is up to twelve years at an interest rate of 2 1/2% and local

currency is acceptable. Sometimes, a barter arrangement is approved, as

happened with Ethiopian coffee, or it may be forgivcn, as is the case with

Peru.

In summation, although the revenue derived from foreign sales is

important to the Soviet Union, political motives often override economic

considerations. The Soviets offer cas terms, ralid delivery, and the

services of large numbers of aovisers. There are no Congressional hurdles

to overcome and the price often depends on the customer's importance.

These benefits make Soviet arts very attractive.

France

After the twc Superpowers, France is a distant third in arms exports.

Ife Frerc have a reputation of Leing aggressive in their arms sales

policy. 1heir political and economic motives stern from their desire for

total incependEnce fror, the East and the West.

Tle volume of sales has increased at a pace as rapid as that of any of

the arms producers. irrs sales rose from 6.3 villion Francs in 1976 to

10
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25.5 million Francs in 1979. By the end of the decade, arms sales accounted

for almost 5% of total exports. The significance of exports to the arms

industry is evident when approximately one third of all arms produced are

marked for export. In some industries, this figure is 50% while in the

aeronautical industry it jumps to 75%.13

When the French dependence on oil from the hiddle Last is considered,

it becomes apparent that there exists a certain amount of "oil for arms"

philosophy, although never acknowledged. one of their largest deals

involved Saudi Arabia and consisted of a modernization program for the

Saudi Navy worth 3.5 bi]llion Francs. Similar motives have been instru-

mental in France's sale of Lirage F-ls to Libya and Iraq.

For all practical purposes, the state is the producer of arms. This

is accomplisbed by a combination of state owned and private corrorations

which are directly involved in the arms trade. A special government

agency, the Delegation Generale pour l'Armement (LGA), is responsible for

supervising the production of arms and maximizing the exports of arms. The

LGA owns and runs tuenty five arsenals which employ 60,000 people (twelve

for naval construction, eleven for ground forces, two for aviation). Some

70,0GC employees work for natioralized companies engaged in arms production,

while 150,0(-0 work in the private sector. 1he involvement of the govern-

ment is extensive, to the point of influencing the selection of managerial

personnel. 14

'he kevernment is dirEctly involved in determining releasability of

weaFons through the Commission Interministerielle pour l'Ltude des Ex~cr-

llS



tations de Materies de Guerre. These twenty or so ministers rerreserting

Foreign Affairs, befense, Finance and the Economy decide on a sale on a

case-by-case basis.

United Kingdom

The UK is very similar to France in its approach to arms trade except

for the political significance found in France. Although similar govern-

mental controls exist, it is not viewed as paramount an instrument of

foreign policy as in France. There appears to be greater concern to the

ramifications of the arms trade with little irresponsible selling.

The level of arts trade dramatically increased during the 1970's, from

235 million Pounds in 1970 to a 1979 level of 901 zillion Pounds. Lxports

now account for 30% of total arms production.
1 5

As the I-ritish Empire began to recede, so did the requirements for

massive arms production. ho longer was there the need to arn forces

stationed worldwide or supply arms to colonies, however, balance of

payment problems ueze beginning to be felt. Also, the soaring costs of

weapons made it prudent to searcl, for uays in which to reduce unit costs

and recover some of the costs of developinE arns. Arms exports became core

of an economic necessity than a means of implerenting foreign policy.

The Lefence Sales Organization (IL0) was created in 19tt with the

purpose to expand the foreign arms market. It has drawn Iheavil from

techniques emiloyed in civilian industry and its key peoyle are all suc-

cessful businessmen. It became LSO's jot to ensure that british arts

12



manufacturers received their slare of the iorld's arts r&rket. As in

France, the governrent sponsors "arrs fairs" uhere the latest weapons are

displayed to potential buyLrs ,,,uch in the same manner as any other fair.

Others

The term "others" can apply to almost every developed nation of the

world. Certainly the industrial nations of Lurore and Asia are arrs

producers. iouever, they remain for a number of reasons minor contributors

to the totals.

West Gerrany is nurber five, but dLE to self iLposed restrictions -

accounts for no more than 1% of all arms transferredc, most of which has

gone to the Third horld.

The list continues. Italiars have sold ships in Latin America,

Israelis airplanes in Latin Arerican and sub-machine guns worlduide. It

can be said that rost countries have tecome arms exporters at one time or

anott.er. It is rapidly tecomin a situation where exports are bccoL.ing the

driving force behind the production of arms.
".9
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Recognizing that the Lnited States is protected by tv;o Ereat "ocats",

the Atlantic and racific Oceans, ard our past perchart for isulitionifZL,

Lr. L:ichael W-1. Ryan, CHief of the Frograr. Analysis Division, Leiersc-

Security Assirtance [gEnc), describes uhat he ccl]s "tte deati. of itcr-

r.ationalism". lis concern is that there appears to be a neu trerc touzro

national introversion. This trente basicall) ikrores or rejects irvcl~trcnt

13



in international affairs. Dr. Ryan's concern in that the Security Assis-

tance program will be one of the big losers in the battle of the budget,

and that DOD and State must recognize the effects this can have on U.S.

strategic objectives.

In discussing the priority of Security Assistance, Dr. Ryan quotes

President Reagan's remarks on "Peace and Niational Security" when he cited

the four principles upon which our national defense program must rest. The

second of the President's four principles states that "our Security Assis-

tance provides as much security for the dollar as our own defense budget.

Our friends can perform many tasks more cheaply than we can. That's why I

can't understand proposals in Congress to sharply slash this vital tool.

Military assistance to friends in strategic regions strengthen those who

share our values and interests. And when they are strong, we are streng-

thened. It is in our interests to help them meet threats that could

ultimately bring harm to us all." 16

Since Security Assistance is often viewed as a "giveaway" program, it

is important to outline the economic benefits gained from this program. To

begin with, almost all budgeted funds are spent in the United States and the

program creates or sustains at least 375,000 American jobs. The foreign

military sales prograr, including those sales funded by foreign cash and

those financed by funds appropriated by the U.S. Congress actually reduces

the deficit by more than $2 billion per year at current delivery levels

17
when the tax benefits and offsetting receipts are taken into account.

Militarily, what do we get for the money? Simply stated our interests

are served better if we are not forced to act alone, especially at the low

14
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end of the conflict spectrum, and if our friends and allies possess the

capability to defend themselves and their own interests - which often

coincide with, or at least complement, our own.

Hilitarily, Security Assistance has helped Israel secure its national

survival. It has helped Egypt secure its borders with Libya, while re-

maining strong and confident enough to maintain peace with Israel. In

Chad, U.S. efforts have complemented French efforts to help Chadian forces

resist the invading Libyan's and their surrogates.

In Europe, the southern NATO countries have been greatly strengthened

by our assistance in the defense of the Western Alliance and in turn have

continued to grant base rights to U.S. forces.

In the Far East, our assistance programs have significantly helped

South Korea to build a deterrent to North Korean invasion. Likewise,

Thailand is better able to deter Vietnam at its borders because of our

assistance.

In Southwest Asia, Pakistan has been bolstered in its stand on the

removal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan and to confront Soviet and Afghan

attacks along its borders.

In Africa, Somalia has been able to deter threats from EhtlopFa and

Sudan has likewise been able to thwart past Libyan hostilities.

In Central America, U.S. programs have helped protect struggling

moderate democracies assailed from the left and right. honduras has been

able to confront Nicaraguan aggression along Its borders as has El Salvador.

15
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Also, the Andean countries have demonstrated a new vigor to 4deal with

narcotic traffic and narco-terrorism. 18 The point Is that Security

Assistance works quietly to bolster deterrence and provides the training,

equipment and confidence that produce tangible results.

Politically, Security Assistance provides leverage-though this is

difficult to guage and demonstrate. For example, many knowledgeable people

would argue that the crisis of government in the Philippines could not have

been resolved without U.S. pressure to confront the insurgency there and to

restore military capabilities to do so. Remember too, that those officers

who refused to cooperate with what they considered an illegal government

and thus assured democracy for their people were trained in the U.S.

through Security Assistance. 19 The main thrust of identifying political

leverage will follow in the discussions centering on Saudi Arabia and L..S.

strategy in the Middle East.

SAUDI ARALIA - PURSUING U.S. INTERESTS IN ThE PERSIAN~ GULF

"The security of the Middle East and Southwest Asia is vital to the

economic health of the Free World and, consequently, to the security of the

United States. Regional stability, Free World access to oil resources, and

the limitation of Soviet influence remain important U.S. objectives.".2 0

To accomplish its objectives in the region, the U.S. is involved in diplo-

matic initiatives, selected Security Assistance, and multinational peace-

keeping efforts to provide a strong deterrent stand. 
2 1

If we are serious about pursuing U.S. interests or objectives in the

Middle Last, then we must promote and preserve political stability and

16



economic development in a policy arena that recognizes how volatile and

fragile the region can be. For example, domestic political instability in

the region will probably continue to grow. Lthnic, sectarian and cultural

divisions in countries such as Syria, Iraq and Iran will probably in-

tensify. The Persian Gulf sheikdoms could experience varying degrees of

instability as the indigenous Bedouin leaders are replaced by technocratic

elites. Political radicalism can develop further as nationalist loyal-

ities and rivalries continue to emerge. Pan-Arab activists and Islamic

fundamentalists will continue to exploit and exacerbate historical differ-

ences betueen the Nile and liesopotamian states, between branches of the

22Islamic faith and bett.een political ideologies.

LecogniLing the potential divisiveness of the above conditions, we

must continue to promote the peace process in the Middle East by an active

diplomacy and steady support for our friends on both sides who are teing

asked to take risks for peace. And we can provide the support through a

realistic Security Assistance program that strikes a balance between

supporting Israel and moderate Arab states, such as Laudi Arabia. A

belanccd Eecurity Assistance program can significantly promote regional

stability which, in turn, can help safeguard Western access to oil.

ihe U.S. imports only three to five percent of its oil fre the Culf,

but because 20% of all the world's oil - most of it destined to L.S. allies

- goes through the Gulf, the importance of stability in this region a~surcs

a proper perspective. For example, N1iddle Last oil provides:

30% of West Luropcan needs

59% of Japan's needs
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World's proven oil reserves:

Country Billions of Barrels

1. Saudi Arabia 171.5

2. Kuwait 92.4

3. Soviet Union 61.0

4. Mexico 49.3

5. Iran 47.8

6. Iraq 44.1

7. Abu Dhabi 31.0

8. United States 28.0

9. Venezuela 25.6

10. Libya 21.3

Source: Business and Society Review (Summer 1986)23

Furthermore, if it is a U.S. objective to deter the expansion of

Soviet influence in the Middle East, then certain other realities must be

recognized.

The Soviets share borders with Turkey, Iran, and Afghanistan, and

claim regional spheres of interest in Syria, Iran, Libya and the Arab

Peninsula. The Soviet Union's proximity to the Eiddle East has resulted in

a close intertwining of its history with that of the Hiddle East. Twenty

percent of the population of the Soviet Union is Noslem, and the Soviet

Union worries about the spillover of Islamic fundamentalism into the

Islamic, southern portions of its territories.
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Soviet military pouer is not an idle threat in this part of the

world. The continued presence of over 100,OOC Soviet troops in Afghanistan

clearly shows the USSR's capability to deploy forces on its southern flank

without jeopardizing its military position elsewhere. Soviet forces there,

especially their combat aircraft, are 300 miles closer to the Strait of

hormuz and possess the combat range to cover the key oil refinery and

distribution systems of the Persian Uulf. Futhermore, Lussia has invaded

Yersia several times before, as recently as 6orld War II. As its own oil

reserves draw down in the next decade, the Soviet Lnion's readiness to

deploy and employ military force cannot be taken lightly. With nearly

thirty divisions in the lurkestan and Transcaucasus military regions it. the

southern part of the USSR; with a daily average of 25-30 combatant and

support naval vessels on station in the Indian Ocean; with bases and

airfields in Aden, Socotra Island, and the Ethopian port of Dahlak Island,

the Soviets have in place a basing structure and system of overflight

24
rights which successfully envelops the region.

Again, L.S. programs are designed to promote peace and stability in

the region. Through a balanced Security Assistance program we assist

friendly nations, such as Laudi Arabia, in building up their capabilities

to protect theLselves and deter intraregional and interregional conilict.

"Arms sales have become, in recent years, a crucial dirension of

international affairs. 1hey are now major strands in the uarp and %,oof of

world politics. Arms sales are far more than an economic occurrence, a

military relatiorship, or an arms control challenge -- arms sales are

foreign policy writ large. 25
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The first major test of the Reagan Adninistration was the sale of

Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft, aerial tankers, fuel

tanks, and Sidewinder missiles to Saudi Arabia in 1981.

As I statec earlier, the Reagan Administration views the transfer of

conventional arms and other defense articles and services as an essential

element of its global defense posture and an indispensable component of its

foreign policy. It further states that the U.S. retains a genuine interest

in arms transfer restraint, but in view of the very limited irterest in

restraint on the part of the other arms producing nations, the U.S. will be

guided by both principle and practical necessity.

In 197b, the Congress had been assured by President Carter that the

range and firepower of the F-15's sold to Saudi Arabia would not be in-

creased in the future. Eowever, President Leatan concluded that an en-

hanced arrs deal was now necessary because of the Soviet threat to the oil

fields in the rersian Gulf. The Eaudis were also exerting strong pressure

to complete the sale. Critics of the sale portrayed it as an additional

threat to the security of Israel. Proponents of the sale noted that

Americai, technicians, advisors, and stockpiles of equipment would be in

Saudi Arabia for use in case of an emerjency. Proponents also stressed

that the Saucis would remain dependent on the U.S. for spare parts and

raintenance. In short, a special relationship, albeit fragile, does

exist between the L.S. and Saudi Arabia that transcends the military

dimension.
26

The U.S. has had a special role in safefuarding the security of Laudi

Arabia for over a quarter cf a century. The relationship began in 193F
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with the Arabian American Oil Company developing the country's oil pro-

duction. In 1953 a b.s. militar) training mission was established. Since

1954 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has been deeply involved in super-

vising construction activities in Saudi Arabia with the purpose of creating

a military infrastructure for the nation, including airfields, naval port

facilities, radar and communications centers, supply depots, logistical

support bases, and training programs for personnel to maintain the military

facilities. At the same tire, the L.S. has been the largest supplier of

weapons. Purchases from the U.S. through 1980 came to $34.9 billion, 97

27percent of which were made since 1973.

While I recognike that it is certainly more important for the Saudis

to build a credible defense vis-a-vis Soviet activities in Afghanistan,

revolution and chaos in Iran, radical AraL neijhbors such as Iraq and the

People's LeTiocratic Kepublic of Yemen, I think there is another key dimen-

sion of their arms build-up that i would like to stress. The two most

important and controversial Anmerican sales to Saudi Arabia, the Carter F-15

sale in 1978, and the Feagan AkACS/tanker sale in 196i, acquired tremendous

symbolic significance. To the Saudis, a special relationshir obviously

existed since tte Executive Branch was willing to sponsor and the Congress

tacitly approved both major sales.

From a LS perspective it is equally important to maintain the special

relationship that exists between Saudi Arabia and the Lnited Statcs. Lven

though we are not critically derendent on 11iddle Last oil, the fact remains

that Saudi AraLia is probably the most significant country in deternining

,orld oil production and oil prices. Also, the Saudis have traditionally

21
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invested billions of dollars in US industry and US Treasury bonds. Finally,

and perhaps most significantly, Saudi Arabia is a voice of moderation in

the highly volatile politics of the Middle East.

Having said all of this, one can only wonder what is the current state

of play between both nations considering the recent US refusal to sell $2.8

billion of additional F-15 fighters and the follow-on Congressional block-

age of the Reagan Administration's plan to sell $354 million worth of

missiles to Saudi Arabia? 28 Considering the Saudi propensity to view

each major sale as a test of the "special relationship", this situation

will have serious political, military and economic consequences. While it

is true that no single arms sale is likely to sever US-Saudi military

relations, the crucial point is that Security Assistance is an inter-

national issue that is part and parcel of nearly all the instruments of

national power. Security Assistance is a diplomatic, military and economic

medium of international relations.

Cn the political side, the Saudis and the Executive Branch of the US

government are both deeply embarrassed, and we are once again seen as an

unreliable ally. Militarily, we have forced Saudi Arabia to turn to Europe

for equipment and advice for its Army, Navy and Air Force. The main

financial losses are worth an immediate $2.8 billion in new F-15 sales with

the probable loss of $3-6 billion more in follow-on support sales, plus

some $7-14 billion for replacing Saudi Arabias F-SE-uls. In addition, the

US will inevitably lose more civil sales in uhat has recently been a $4-5

billion annual market for US commercial exports. 29
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On July 15, 1986, the Honorable Richard 6. Nurphy, Assistant Secretary

of State for Near Eastern and South Asian nffairs, testified before the

Liddle Last Sub-Committee of the house Foreign Afiairs Committee. Mr.

hurphy's comments follow: "h fundamental belief underlies our forty years

of close security cooperation with Saudi Arabia. !he belief is simple and

profound. The United States has vital security interests in the Persian

Gulf: to protect the free flow of oil cn which the industrial world

depends; to prevent Soviet inroads in the region; to restrain the spread of

Khomeini-inspired radicalism; and to support the security of our Arab

friends on the Arabian peninsula. Our relations with Saudi Arabia are an

absolutely critical element of any policy to protect and advance these

interests. We protect our interests in the Gulf by helping Saudi Arabia

and its GCC allies defend themselves. By doing so we reduce the chances

that one day Anerican troops might have to intervene directly." 3

In every case where we have provided the Saudis with equipment and

training, they have met all of cur stringent preconditions and follow-on

limitations. They have not used this equipment offensively against an.

nation or people in the iddle East.

In terms of deterrence and national cefense, the success of our

assistance program with Saudi Arabia has been and continues to be note-

worth). For exarple, the honorable Tichard Armltage, Assistar.t Secretary

of Lefense for International Security Affairs has stated: "The contri-

bution of AIACS as a deterrent to conflict has been amply denorstrateo by

our experience with the LS AWACS derloy er.t to the Kingdon. While the

tanker war in the Gulf continues unahated, Iran has refrained from vio-
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lating Saudi air space ever since Royal Saudi Air Force F-15s, alerted and

&uided by information from our AWACS, successfully downed hostile Iranian

F-4s in June 1984. The combination of Laudi resolve to protect the vital

assets of the kingdom and sufficient early warning of hostile aircraft will

continue after delivery of their own AWACS. The ability of our friends to

defend themselves, especially when vital LE objectives are at stake, is

very much in our own national interest."3
1

Finally, in a letter to the US Congress, President Feagan made the

following observations about Lb-Saudi relations: "I remain convinced that,

as 1 stated in 1581, the sale of aircraft to Laudi Arabia will contribute

directly to the stability and security of the area and enhance the atros-

phere and prospects for progress toward peace. I also believe that signi-

ficant progress toward resolution of disputes in the region has been accom-

plished %ith the substantial assistance of Saudi Arabia. 1hese perceptions

are strengthened by a review of events of the last five years. The Saudi

commitoent to a strong defense as evidenced by such measures as the AWACS

acquisition, past defensive military action, and efforts to organAize

collective security among the meber states of the Culf Cooperation Council,

taken together with the Kingdcm's obvious lack of aggressive intent, have

contributed ana will continue to contribuate to the stability and securit)

of the area. Cur continued success in helping to support regional sta-

bility will diminish prospects that Lb forces mi~ht be called upon to

protect the governments, shipping lanes, or vital petroleum resotrces of

the region.
3 2
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The President went on to further outline Saudi contributions to

regional stability. following are excerpts from the Presidential letter

to House Speaker Thomas P. C'Neill on June 18, 1986:

- "Saudi Arabia has firmly supported every significant diplomatic

effort to end the Iran-Iraq uar."

- "Saudi efforts to advance the Arab-Israeli peace process have been

substantial."

- "Luring the subsequent and continuing debate over how to make peace

with Israel, the Saudis have consistently lent sulport to moderate Arab

governments."

- "Saudi Arabia played a major and highly visible role in attempts to

arrange a lasting cease-fire in Lebanon."

- "laudi Arabia has provided crucial support fcr Sudan during that

country's transition to a denocratic form of governiment."

- "Saudi Arabia has established a significant record in working for

regional stability and settlement of regional disrutes in countries beyond

its immediate neighborhood. Saudi aid has been crucial to the Afghan cause

and significant to Pakistan, orocco and lunisia. "
3 3

tgain, Security Assistance doEs play a very prominent role in LS

strategy and in ensuring US interests are secured. If we carefully pick

our allies and friends in the various regions of the world and support them

through such vehicles as Security Assistance, then I think we can reason-

ably expect a political, ecoromic and military quid pro quo relationship.

Along with Israel and heypt, Saudi Arabia has certainl) been art impor-

tant mediur in pursuing LS interests in the Persian Gulf. howcver, a
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caveat is in order. We can not let the Saudi's down as we did in the

missile and F-15 sale of 1985-E6. Also, the lessons of the ,iddle Last

tell us that we must seek out and support other roderate AraL nations such

as Jordon, Norocco, lunisia and Oman if we hope to secure US interests in

that part of the world.

1KLNLS Ii SECURITY ASSISALCE AIhL A,MS 'iRAIhSFEFb

A number of trends combine to imply that Security Assistance and arms

transfers have a significant impact on international security. Listori-

cally, arms sales have played a prominent role in the foreign and defense

policies of the major nations of the world. Nearly all international

crisis involving the LS and the LSSF since World War ii have included arms

transfers to those nations at the center of thc conflict. From rearLiing

Lurope after Thorld 6ar II, through conflicts in Asia, the idale Last,

Africa, and Latin America, the major arms suppliers have provided the

military technology and weaponry necessary to engage in armed conflict.

The rost sienificant trends to note are the ircrease in the quantity of

weapons being supplied and the qualitative upgrading of ar.s sales.

Arms transfers worldwide have more than douLled in the past decade

alone, from nearly $l0 billion in 196S to over $i0 billion in 1980. It is

deceiving to make a blanket statement that either the US or the USSR is the

leading arms supplier in the world. There is a tendency to make h.asty

conclusions and point a finger at either Superpower and accuse tiem of

arming the world. 1;ho is numLer one in arms sales is likely to vary from

)ear to yEar and likely to depend on a wide range of circumstances.

6
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A second trend is the qualitative upgrading of arms sales. Most arns

supplied prior to the l70s were surplus and obsolete weapons of the major

powers. Even in the early 1960s the aircraft transferred to the developing

world were old weapon systems such as the American F-86 and Woviet ,IG-17

fighters rather than Y-4s and HlG-21s. loday, the world uarket dertands the

latest and most sophisticated weapons available. If one supplier is

unwilling to provide the latest military technology, there is always an

alternative source. Some of todays sophisticated weapons include F-15s,

F-16s, AWACS aircraft, AIl 9-L missiles, IPS-43 radars, NIG-25s, Eirage

1000s and numerous surface to air missiles. Another aspect of the prolif-

eration of sophisticated weapons is through international coproduction

agreenents. An example is the agreement between the US and Japan to

coproduce F-15 aircraft.

A final trend is the change in geographical direction of the arns

flow. Lntil the mid-1960s most weapons went to the developed world, either

to NA!U or varsaw Fact allies. Luring the later years of the 1 60s,

weapons were flowing to the developing world, especially boutheast -sia.

Luring the 1970s and early 198Us the Persian Gulf anc 1.id6le Last nations

received the largest portion of conventional weapons. loday, the flCW of

wearors to Latin i.merica is intensifying, especially to El Salvador,

honduras and Nicaragua.
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Concluding Remarks

In this essay I have attempted to outline the role of Security Assis-

tance in US hational Lecurity Strategy. In illustrating how national

interests and national objectives form the basis of national strateg), 1

intended to convey a vision of the irportant relationship between foreign

and defense policies in fcrming an integrated strategic approach to se-

turing LS interests in international relations. i used the wedium of

Security Assistance because this is a good example of linkage between

foreign ane defense policies in identifying and futhering LS interests.

In my research associated with this paper, coupled with nearly five

years of experience working political-rilitdry istues at the LCD and State

Department policy level, one recurring there stands out foremost in my mind

concerning Security Assistance. Arms transfers and Security Assistance as

an integrated strategic projram (defense and foreigu, policy ir, corcert)

strengthens LL and friendl) military capabilities and defends our interests

around the world. Arms transfers and Security Assistance lend credibilit)

to U foreign policy efforts to revitaliLe our alliance and other strategic

relationsbips. Arus transfers are a logical externsior of our 6efetire

efforts. They provide the means for our friends and allies to defend not

only their interests but our cosmon interests as well. LsI-ecially since

the Nixon Administration, we have coLe to eypect nations to assume primary

iesponsibilit) for tieir own defense. hence it is essential in strategic

areas that we maximize indigenous capabilities to deter aggression. As

President heagar has said time and a~ain, when our friends are strung, we

are stren.thened - especially wten they can perfur. tasks more cteapl) than

we can.
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While I have made a strong plea for the value of Security Assistance

as a tool of national defense, It would be misleading to vieu this instru-

ment in purely military terms. Rather, Security Assistance should also be

viewed as an economic and political Instrument of policy throughout the

world. because arms sales create a "dependency" of the client state on the

supplying nation, they can affect the political and economic actions of

recipient nations. The seller can exercise a modest degree of leverage

because the buyer, having sunk enormous investments in modern arms and

associated high technology becomes largely dependent for follow-on support

of those weapons. The logical, and in most instances, the only source of

support (i.e., spares, training, modifications, etc.) is the original

supplier. Thus there is a strong potential to exercise political and

economic leverage through the Security Assistance program.

Finally, there are several situations that could adversely impact on

the Security Assistance program. A number of prominent political scien-

tists including Secretary of State Shultz, scholars at Georgetow-n Univer-

sity's Center for Strategic and International Studies, and others, have

warned of an alarming swing in America back to "isolationism" and away from

constructive Involvement in international affairs. This political philos-

ophy of isolationism. has not served this nation well in the past and only

encourages those who would greatly curtail our Security Assistance efforts.

Secretary Shultz has expressed grave misgivings over what he sees as a

congressional attack on the foreign affairs budget. Secretary Shultz has

noted that congressional reductions and earmarking of aid levels to a few
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countries deprive state and LCD of over half of all our security and

economic assistance to many countries in the world.

One last concern poses a long term threat to the Fresieent's ability

to conduct foreign policy in the Security Assistance arena. This threat is

the proposed Biden-Levine bill to change the Arms Export Control Act

legislation by requiring a majority vote of both Louses of Congress to

approve "sensiti-vE" arms sales vice the current procedures whereby both

houses must have a majority vote to disapprove a specific sale. This may

seem like a minor change but, on the contrary, this change uculd Frofoundly

restrict the Security Assistance program and make a political partisan

issue out o± most arms sales. In addition to potentially restricting the

Presicent's foreign affairs pouers, the spcnsors of this bill make ito

secret of the intent of the legislation - to Llock approval of sales to the

moderate Arab states.

In the final analysis, our security Assistance prolrar has greatly

enhanced our national secLrit) oLj(ictives and intcrests. Security Assis-

tance Las been an importait instruuernt supporting our ational Security

Strategy. Security Assitance has alsc been, on balance, a very successful

cooperative policy r.aaklin effort, in tLe national irtercst, bctuceL bOE and

the State Department. 1he retraining challenge is fcr the Lxecutive and the

Congress to work Logether to build a uisc foreipn policy that frotects L

interests w~ile they uork out differerccs ot opirion cor.cerning Security

P.ssistance pc]icy and manaLgrent issues.
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